We study the set-theoretic combinatorics underlying the following two algebraic phenomena.
Introduction
History and motivation. The goal of this work is the investigation of the set-theoretic combinatorics underlying two algebraic phenomena which do not seem related at first glance.
One of them, coming from abelian group theory, has been studied in recent work of Blass [B12] . We say that G < (Ζ ω , + ) exhibits the Specker phenomenon iff, given a group homomorphism h: G -» Z, for all but finitely many unit vectors e" (i.e. e" e Ζ ω is defined by e n (n) = l and e n (i) = 0 for i Φ n), one has h(e n ) = 0. We let ω with the strongfinite intersection property (i.e. given finitely many A { e F, i < n, we have | Π/<«ΛΙ = ω) so that ~i3Be [_ω] ω^Α eF(B^*A) (we say: Fdoes not have a pseudointersectiori). Next, the unbounding number b is the smallest size of a family Fc ω ω such that \/geo) (0 3f€F3« ) n (g(n) </(«)). Finally, the Splitting number s is the smallest cardinality of a family F of subsets of ω such that V/? € [ω] ω 3AeF (| ^ n 51 = | B \A | = ω) (we say: ^ sp/fts £). It is well-known ( [Fr] , [vD, section 3] ) that ω 1 < p < add(Ji) and ω! < add(^) < add(M} < b < 2 ω and p < s < 2 ω .
Blass [B12, Theorem 12, Corollaries 11 and 14] proved that add(^) < e^ < add(Ji), s well s p < e^. It is well-known that using Standard techniques (see 4.1. for details), the consistency of p, add(££) < e^ with ZFC can be shown. We complete this cycle of independence results (in 2.1. and 2.2.) by proving the consistency of e^ < add(Jt)\ more explicitly:
Theorem A. It is consistent that e = ω χ < b = add(M} = 2 ω = κ for any regul r uncountable κ.
Another result of Blass' concerns the relationship between the Specker-Eda number and the concept of evasion, namely e^ < se [B12, Corollary 8 and Theorem 10] . We shall see (in 3.2.) that an upper bound to se can be given in terms of evasion s well (the cardinal e', introduced in 3.1.), and derive from this: Theorem B. se < unif(^), the size of the smallest non-measurable set of reals; in particular se < b is consistent.
The interest in the latter consistency stems from Blass' se <: b [B12, Theorem 2] .
In the fourth section we look at the phenomenon of evading and predicting in general and in particular at the relation between various forms of evasion numbers (and some other cardinals s well). Namely, we consider the spaces η ω (η > 2), w-valued predictors, and the corresponding evasion numbers e n -or, more generally, compact spaces of the form Y\" €(0 f(n) = {#εω ω ; V«(g(«) </(«))} for /6ω ω , and the corresponding predictors and evasion numbers e f (see 4.1. for exact definitions). We let e uM t= min{z f \ /e ω ω } and e fin -= min (e"; n e ω}. We shall show in 4.2. and 4.3.:
Theorem C. (a) e > mm{b, e ubd } and s < e /in = e"/or all n.
(b) Both e < e ubd and e ubd < e /iw are consistent.
The fifth section deals with Luzin-style properties related to evading: given an arbitrary finite or countable field IK, an uncountable-dimensional subspace (G, +) < ΙΚ ω is called a Luzin group iff for all linear IK-predictors n all but countably many elements of G evade π; G is generalized Luzin of size κ iff any linear IK-predictor predicts fewer than κ elements of G. We shall prove (in 5.3.-S.6.): Theorem D. (dichotomy theorem) (a) It is consistent that there are no generalized Luzin groups G < ΙΚ ω , where IK is any finite field.
(b) For any countable field IK, there is a generalized Luzin group G < ΙΚ ω ofsize b. Theorem E. (equivalence theorem) For any finite or countable field IK, thefollowing are equivalent:
(a) there exists a strong Gross space (E, Φ) over IK; (b) there is a Luzin group G < ΙΚ ω .
Using these results one gets alternative proofs of the theorems of Baumgartner, Shelah and Spinas ([BSp] , [ShSp] ) s well s one new result: add(<£) > ω χ implies the non-existence of strong Gross spaces (5.7.).
We close our considerations with a list of questions in section 6.
Notation. We use Standard set-theoretic notation and refer the reader to [Ku] , [Jel] , [Je 2] and [Bau] for set theory in general and forcing in particular. Given a finite sequence s (i. e. s e ω < ω ), we let Ih (s) -= dorn (s) denote the length of s; for { e lh(s), s \ £ is the restriction of s to f." is used for concatenation of sequences; and < ) is the empty sequence. -Given a finite set A c: κ and i<\A\,A(i) denotes the ί-th element of A under the inherited ordering. -Given a p.o. P, we shall denote P-names by Symbols like /, π £>,... Acknowledgement. I am grateful to the referee for carefully reading the preprint and making many valuable suggestions. In particular, I thank both him and K. Eda for telling me that the original proof of Theorem 3.2. was unintelligible. -Also, I would like to thank Myriam for drawing the diagram on the Computer. § 1. Cardinais and forcing notions 1.1. Cardinais. In addition to the cardinals we have seen already, we define, for a given σ-ideal J on the reals, cov(J) := min{|F|; F^ J Λ u F= ω ω }, the covering number of </, wm/(«/):=min{|F|; FGP(co°>)\S}, the uniformity of ./, and cof XJO«= min{|F|; F^S/\VA eS3BeF(A £ 5)}, the cofinality Furthermore we set d:= min{|F|; Fe ω ω Λ Vg e ω ω 3/6 F(g < */)}, the dominating number, and r ί =:min{|F|;Fc[ ω ] ω ΛV^6[ω] ω 3j?6F(μπ5|<ίoor|5\^|<ω)}, the reaping number (also called refinement number).
Most of these invariants come in pairs, i.e. one of them can be defined from the other essentially by taking negation and modifying the r nge of quantifiers. Compare, e.g., cov(S) = mm{\F\; F^J Λ ΜχΕω ω 3Α eF(x€ )} with unif(J) = min{|F|; with d. Other pairs are (add(J), cof(J)) and (s, r). One effect of this duality is that ZFC-proofs of inequalities between cardinals dualize (e.g., b > add(Jt} is proved the same way s d < cof (Jt)); another, that consistency proofs involving finite support iterations dualize s well (see [Bll, in particular section 5] , [BaJS, section 1] or [Br] for duality). The inequalities between these cardinals ( s well s some other s which are crucial for our investigations) which are provable in ZFC are displayed in the diagram in subsection 4.5.
Forcing notions. Hechler forcing. The Hechler p. o. D is defined s follows:
(s,f)eD <*> ,ί6ω <ω Λ/€ω ω ΛΑ^/Λ/ strictly increasing (s 9 
Following Baumgartner and Dordal ([BD, § 2] ; see also [BrJS, § 1] ), given t E ω <ω strictly increasing and A £ ω <0) , we define by induction when the rank r k (t, A) is a.
(a) rk(t,A) = Qif( teA.
(b) r k (t, A) = α iff for no β < α we have r k (t, A) = /?, but there are m e ω and </ k ; k E ω> such that M k e ω : t c t k9 t k E eo m , t k (lh(t)) > k, and rk(t k , A) < a.
Clearly, the rank is either <ω 1 or undefmed (in which case we say rk = oo). The following result is the main tool in the proof of Theorem A (see 2.1.).
Lemma §2] , see also [BrJS, 1.2.] 
Laver forcing. The Laver p. o. IL is defined s follows [Je 2, part one, section 3]:
The ρ required to exist in the above definition is usually called the stem of Γ, stem(T). Furthermore, for ρ Ε Γ we let SUCC T (Q) ι= (η Ε ω; ρ Α <«> Ε Γ}, the set of successors of ρ in T.
Laver property. Both Laver and Mathias forcing s well s their countable support iterations have the following property of p.o.'s P, sometimes referred to s the Laver property. Given/? e P, a function/e ω ω and a IP-name g for an element of fj "/(«), there are φ e Πη[/( Λ )]" anc * # ^ P so See, e.g., [Bau, section 9] for details. One consequence of this is that P adds neither random nor Cohen reals. § 2. Evasion and the Hechler model 2.1. To prove the consistency of e < add(Jt) we shall iterate Hechler forcing κ times with finite support over a model Fsatisfying CH. To make the argument that e is still ω 1 at the end go through smoothly, we shall consider the following property of p.o.'s P: (**) given F^o/OF, F e F, a family of functions below the identity (i.e. V« V/e F(f(n) < n), such that for any countable family of predictors 77 e F there is /e F evading all π e 71, and < W ; n e ω> a sequence of P-names for predictors, we can find a sequence <π η ; « e ω> e F of predictors such that whenever/e F evades all π π , then IIV'/evadesall ,"· Theorem. D satisfies (**).
Proof. We shall use the notion of rank for D s explained in 1.2. Let F be a family satisfying the requirements in the definition of (**), and let <π η ; n e ω> be a sequence of D-names for predictors. Associated with the name n n we have the name D" and the sequence of names <π™; m e ω> such that H-D "π Μ predicts on the set 7)"; π™ is the predicting function on the m-th element of 7) n ."
(The convention that π™ predicts at the m-th element of D" will be used throughout this section.) Fix n, m. Let /" m := {(t, /); (/, /) decides the m-th element of D n (and all preceding ones), say: (i,/) |(-D "& is the m-th element of /)""; and (r,/) decides π^1 (and all π ι η ,ί< m) on all sequences of length k (of the appropriate length) below the identity}. All / w m are dense and 7 n m+1 s 7 M m . Thus, if Λ? »= {t; 3/e ω ω ((ί, /) e 7" m )}, we can apply Lemma 1.2. to ^J?; i.e. rk(t, A™) < oo for all / e ω <ω strictly increasing.
No w we define by recursion on rank: -when / is (n, rri)-happy, when it is («, m,)-sad, and when it is minimal («, m)-sad; -k (t, n 9 m)eo) and π(/, w, m), where dorn (n (t, «, m)) = {σ € ω <ω ; /Α (σ) = : (i, «, m) and V/ e k(t, n, m)(0(i) < i)} and ran(n(t, n, m)) c k(t, n,m) + \, for /'s which are (n, m)-happy;
-sets D (t, n, m) and predictors n (t, n, m) for t which are minimal («, m)-sad.
\> rk(t, ΑΪ) = 0. Then we say t is («, m)-happy. We choose/such that (t, /) 6 7™. Let k(t, n, m) be such that (^ /) lh D " fc O> w > m ) is the m ' th element of /)"" .
Let π (i, fl, m) be such that, for σ with V/ e &(/, «, m) (σ (z) < /), .r/ " mW^ ,·^ i('./)ll-i> "*?(*) =Γ ancU<fc(f,n,m) or n(t, n, mm =, ~ | (/>/) ^ "^ > ^ ^ ^,. ^ y = Q This makes sense by definition of the set /" m . > rfc(r, ^) = a. Then we have <i f ; / e ω> and ^ e ω such that for all /: t ^ /. ? ^. e ω^, i f (/A(0) > / and rfc(i f , ^i 1 ) < a. We fix such </ £ ; 1 6 ω> and / e ω for the rest of the proof. If 3 00 / such that t i is («, m)-sad, then t is («, m)-sad, but not minimal. Now suppose that V 00 /, ^ is (n, m)-happy.
If {k (t i9 n, m); i such that t { is («, m)-happy} is infinite, t is minimal («, m)-sad. In this case we can without loss assume that i<j implies k(t i9 n, m) < k(t^ n, m). Let D(t, n, m) = {k(t { , n, m); ie ω} and define a predictor π(ί, «, m) s follows:
• for k€D (t,n,m) , let /eco be such that k = k(t i9 n 9 m) and set n k (t,n,ni)(a) := 7τ(/ ί9 w, m) (σ) for σ of length fe below the identity; for other σ, n k (t, n, m) (σ) can be defined arbitrarily.
If {k (t ^ n, m); / such that t { is («, m)-happy} is finite, t is still (n, m)-happy. In this case we can without loss assume that the latter set contains just one element, k (t, «, m); and that Weo>, n(t i9 n,m) is the same function which we call n(t 9 n,m). -This concludes the definition of happiness and sadness.
Next, for each n € ω and each t such that V 00 m t is (n, w)-happy, we define a predictor A (i, «) s follows:
• ^rt(r,n> = {k(t, «, m); m e ω Λ iis («, m)-happy} (note that this set must be infinite s k (t, n, m) > m); • for k e /> ( f ,,,), let m € ω be minimal such that £ = k(t, n, m) and set n k (t, Λ)(σ)«=π(/, H, m) (σ) for σ of length A: below the identity (for other σ, k (f, H) (σ) can be defined arbitrarily).
Let Π := {π (r, n, m); i minimal (n, w)-sad} u {A (i, «); V 00 m, f is («, m)-happy}. This is a countable set of predictors. Choose/e jF evading all neu.
Claim. ||-D "/ evades all π η , η e ω".
Proof of Claim. By contradiction. Suppose there are (t, g) e D, n e ω and m 0 e ω such that where |(-D "& m is the m-th element of £>"" .
We consider two cases. 1. V 00 w (f is (n, m)-happy). Then we look at the predictor #(i, n). Let m x > m 0 be such that Vm > m l9 i is (n, w)-happy. As/evades fi(t, n), there is ra 2 > m i and A:' e Ζ> Α(ί>π) such that w 2 is minimal with k f = k(t 9 n,m 2 ) and A k <(V, «)(/t &') Φ /W)· By construction,
Proof of Subclaim L This is an easy induction on rank. If r k (t, A™ 2 ) = 0, let t' = t and g' > g such that (i, g') e / n m2 . If rfc(/, A™ 2 ) > 0, find ,y such that rk(s, ?} < rk(t, A^2\ s 3 /, Viedom(s)(s(i) > g(ij) 9 s is («, m 2 )-happy, /r(5, «, m 2 ) = k(t, n, m 2 ) = fc', and π (5, w, m 2 ) = n (t, n, w 2 ). D Choose mi > m 0 such that / is (w, m 1 )-sad. Next choose (r', g') < (t, g) such that t' is minimal (n, m^-sad (this is possible by construction). This time we look at the predictor n(t\ n, m^). Choose / 0 such that Vi > i Q \/j€dom(ti)(ti(j) > g'(j)), where the sequence <^; i e ω> is chosen for t' s in the definition of minimal (n, m^-sadness. As/evades n(t\ n, mj, there is k'eD^n.m^, k' > k(t io , n, mj, such that r (i;/i,w 1 )(/r* / ) Φ/^-ΒΥ construction, π^^^Χ/Τ*') = πίί,,/ι,^Χ/Γ*'), where i > z' 0 is such that k = fc(f i5 n, m^.
Subclaim 2. There is (t", g") < (/', g') such that
contradicting (-f). Proof of Subclaim 2. Again an easy induction on rank. Ifrk(t i9 A™ 1 ) = 0, let /" = t { and g" > g' such that (/ f , g") € /Γ-Then clearly (f ", g") < (/; g'). If rfcfc , ^Γ 1 ) > 0, we proceed s in the proof of subclaim l . α This concludes the proof of the claim and finishes the proof of the Theorem s well, α α 2.2. Now let D denote the iteration of Hechler forcing of length a. We claim that D a still has property (**). By 2.1. this is a consequence of the following preservation result:
Lemma. Assume <Ρ^, Q^; β < α> is an a-stage finite support Iteration ofccc partial Orders such that VjS < α \\f "Q satisfies (**)" -Then P a satisfies (**).
Proof. By induction on a. The successor step s well s the case c/(a) > ω are trivial. So assume c/(a) = ω; without loss α = ω.
Let <π π ; «eo>> be a sequence of P co -names for predictors; for n E ω, n n = (D n ; (n*; k e ω)), where we use again the convention that n k n is the predictor at the k-th element of D n . For each m e ω let <π η m ; « e ω> = <(Z>" >m ; (n^m; k e ω)); « e ω> be a sequence of fP m -names for predictors and <^J, m ; £, n e ω> a sequence of fP m -names for elements of ΙΡ [ΙΠ , ω ) such that "the A>th elements of Z>" and !)" m are equal, say Λ and π* equals * >m on all sequences of length t below the identity".
By induction hypothesis find <π η^; n, m e ω> e Fa sequence of predictors such that whenever/e F evades all π η m , then for all m:
IK>m "/ eva< ies all π η m , where w 6 ω" .
We claim that |(-Ρω "/evades all π η ".
For suppose there are a condition p e Ρ ω , « e ω and A: 0 e ω such that * where ||-ρ ω "?* is the fc-th element of Z)"". Let m = supp(p). By induction hypothesis we know that IK m "/ evades 7 " )m ".
Hence we can find q < p, q e fP m , and k> k 0 such that where |h Pm "?« is the A:-th element of £>","". Thus, by definition of the name p* <m , contradicting ( -h ). D Applying (**) to D K we get that F = (ω ω ) κ is a family of functions of size c j such that for every predictor π€Κ 0κ , there is/eF evading π. Thus F DfC (=e = co 1 . It is well-known thatF D|C \-add(M} = κ:. This ends the proof of Theorem A. Using the methods of [Br] one can in fact show the consistency of e = κ and b = add(M} = λ for any regul r uncountable κ < λ. § 3. Evasion and the Specker phenomenon 3.1. We consider the following more general notion of predicting: we are given two sets D n -{k n ; neco} c co and E n = {/"; n e ω} ς: &> such that k n <£ n < k n+l for all n e ω; we also have for each n a function n n : o/ nV{kn} -> ω; we say the predictor n = (D n9 Ε π , (π,; n e ω)) predictsfe ω ω iff V 00 « (π η (/Γ (/" \{*"})) = /(*")). We let e' be the smallest size of a set of functions F from ω to ω such that given a countable set of such predictors U, there is/e F evading all π e 17. Clearly, e' > e. Also, a set predicted by countably many predictors is necessarily contained in the union of countably many closed measure zero sets. Thus e' < unif(Jt), unif(<£).
3.2. We shall give an upper bound to se in terms of evading by showing:
Note that, by the remarks in 3.1., this finishes the proof of Theorem B: to get the consistency of se < b simply add ω ± random reals over a model for MA\ then se < e' < unif(&) = ω ΐ9 whereas b = 2 ω .
Proof of Theorem. Let {/;"; ηζω] be an enumeration of all primes. Let = {/αί a < e '} -ω<Λ be a family of functions evading all families of countably many predictors (in the sense of 3.1., of course). For α < e', we define x a e ω ω s follows: *.(0) = 1 *"(!)= /# (0) Following [B12, proof of Theorem 2], we also define recursively y a e ω ω by:
We let G < Ζ ω be the pure subgroup of Ζ ω generated by the χ Λ9 the y a and the unit vectors e". Clearly \G\ = e r . We claim that G exhibits the Specker phenomenon.
For suppose not, and assume h : G -» Z is a homomorphism such that there are infinitely many n with h(e n ) Φ 0. Fix z e Z. We shall introduce a predictor π = π ζ of the required sort. Let g (n) = max fe^w |A(^k)|. By Blass' argument [B12, proof of Theorem 2], we know that Va V°°w (Α(έ? Π ) Φ Ο => g (H) > x a («)). This allows us to find D n = {k"; η€ω] and £" π = {/"; n € co} such that -h(e kn ) Φ 0, | h(e kn )\ > 2 -£,< JA(«,)|, and Va < e'V"n(| h(e kr )\ k 0 is such that | h(e kQ )\ > \z\ and *:"<<,< k n+i are such that 4 -k n > 2 -\h(e hn )\ 2 .
To motivate the predictor, assume there are/ a ,/^ e !F such that h(x a ) = h(x ) = z, /« K\{£J =f K\{£"K and / a (fc") *f (k n \ where « is large enough (so that I*(OI >fy( k n)> Xy(k H ), where 7 = α or 0). We put * : = M*« t |> kn+1 , oo)) = z -£ Α(έ? £ ) · x e (i) -h(e kn ) · x e (fc n ) Φ 0 , i<fc n because the absolute value of the last term is larger than the absolute values of the others together. Also note that a = h(x \ [e kn+i , oo)). Fory with k n + l <j < 4, we let bj = Yli<k n vk n <i<jPi M+j~l~i ''> and, letting p--=p kn , we define by recursion on such j the numbers jfcj where 7 = α or : for :" H-1 <y < ^". Note that, by purity, all the j£J must be integers. Furthermore •^fcn+i + 0 because α Φ 0. Suppose without loss that / a (A: n ) <f (k n ). Let m be maximal so that x kn+1 is divisible by p m i then if n+1 is divisible only by p m> where m' = m -f (k n ) +/ a (A:"). In particular x£ n +i -*k n +i Φ 0. By assumption on n, we must have m<t n -k n (in fact, \a\<£ n -k n ). We can now divide the above equations for α and , respectively, by the appropriate power of/? and products of other primes, subtract recursively one from the other and get *' -*f = W + i -*ί+ι) · Π ι<*.ν*,,<ι^ Pi ' Pf M ' P Then x kn+l -x kn +i is at most divisible by/? m , hence ^M +2 -%k n +2 is at most divisible by /? m -1 etc. Thus there must be a 7 < /" so that x* -Jcf is not an integer anymore, a contradiction. This shows that given / a , f e &* with h(x a ) = A^) = z and n large enough, if /« t «, \{fc"}) =Λ ί (^ \{ fc «))' then we must have /«( fc n) =f (kn)> so we simply let the predictor π ζ predict this uniquely defined value. In the end we get a countable family {π ζ ; z E Z} of predictors so that each/ a is predicted by one π ζ , a contradiction to the choice of the family 3* . α § 4. Towards a general theory of evasion and prediction 4.1. The proofs of the preceding sections suggest that we generalize the notions of evading and predicting defined in the Introduction, and look at the corresponding cardinals.
One way of doing this goes s follows. Fix/e (ω -h l \2) ω , and let X--= f] "/(«); i.e. A'consists of the functions from the Baire space which are below/every where. An X-predictor (or: f-predictor) is a pair π = (D n , (π η ; n e Ζ) π )) such that D n s ω is infinite and for every n e D n , n n : H k <"f(k) -> f(n); π predicts g 6 X iff V 00 « e D (π η (^ f w) = g(w)); otherwise g evades n. Let e x (or: e r ) be the corresponding evasion number; i.e. the smallest size of a set of functions F^ Z such that every JT-predictor is evaded by some g e F. In case/eventually equals ω, we get e f = e; in case X = η ω (n > 2), we talk about n-predictors (instead of w^predictors) and set e":=e x . Finally we let β^^ηΜη^ρ/Εω* 0 }, the unbounded evasion number, and e M<i = minle^/e / 0 is bounded} = min{e w ; neco} = : e /in , the bounded or finite evasion number. We trivially have e < e wM < e fin , and we shall see in the next two subsections that nothing eise can be proved in ZFC about the relationship between these three cardinals. Furthermore, a set predicted by any predictor is easily seen to be the union of countably many closed measure zero sets; thus e/ in < unif (S) < unif(Jt}> unif(^) , where <f is the σ-ideal generated by the latter (this has been studied recently in [BS] ).
The notion of linear predicting can be generalized s well. Let IK be a finite or countable field. A IK-predictor π = (£> π , (π η ; n e Ζ) π )) is called linear iff for every n e D n , n n : IK" -» IK is a linear function. We let e IK be the smallest size of a set of functions F c: (Κ ω such that every linear IK-predictor is evaded by some/e F. As it is easier to evade just linear predictors, we have e (K < β|, κ( , in particular e, K < e for countable fields. If Q denotes the field of the rationals, e Q = e" the cardinal studied by Blass [B12, section 4] . His results are easily seen to carry over to the other e IK 's, and we have, e.g., e K > add(5f}, p for any finite or countable field IK and e iK < add(Jt} for any countable field IK (cf. Introduction).
As to consistency results, the following are known. Iterating a Borel σ-centered forcing notion adding a generic linear predictor (see 4.3. for similar forcing notions) with finite support, we easily get CON(e, e (l< > add(<&), s, p) [e IK > add(^) holds because iterations of σ-centered forcing notions do not add random reals ( s far s I know this is due to Miller and implicit in [Mi l, section 5]); e, K > s, p holds by easy definability of the forcing notions (see [JS 1])]. We finally note that in the proof of Theorem A (2.1. and 2.2.) we proved in fact that e w = ω ί in the Hechler real model; however, the choice of the identity function was arbitrary, and it is easily read off from the proof that all evasion numbers defined above equal ω^ in the latter model.
Some ZFC-results.
We Start the proof of Theorem C with a series of Lemmata. Lemma 1. e > min{b, e uM }, and thus min{b, e} = min{b, e MM } .
Proof. Let F^ ω ω be of size < min{b, e ttM }. We have to find a predictor predicting every function in F.
By \F\ < b find χ € ω ω such that V/e F V 00 « (f(n) <x(n)). Given/e F, we let for fj if otherwise, and let F'-.= {/';/€F}. By |F'|<e x (where X= Π«*(«)) find an JT-predictor π = (D x , (n k ; k e £>")) predicting every function of F'. We extend π to an ω-predictor π* s follows: given keD n and σ e ω* \Π»<* χ ( Λ )> we define for n < k σ'(«)==ί σ( " ) if "(«><*(«) [ 0 otherwise.
Next we let π£(σ):=π λ (σ'). We claim that π* = (Ζ) π , (π?; fceDJ) predicts every function of F. For given/e/% there is n 0 such that Vw > n 0 (f(n) =/(«)); next there is 7^ > « 0 such that for all k>n^ ke D n , then n k (f \ k) =f (k) . Thus for all k > n l9 if k e /) π , Lemma 2. e fin = e" for all n>2.
Proof. It suffices to show by induction on n that e" > e 2 . To this end assume e" < e 2 (n minimal), and let F= {/ α ; α < e"} ^ η ω be a family of functions evading every H-predictor.
We define for α < e"
By assumption, there is a 2-predictor π = (Ζ) π , (n km \ m e ω)) (where D n = { : m ; m e ω} is the increasing enumeration) predicting all g a . Next define for α < e n By assumption again, there is an (n -l)-predictor n' = (Ζ) π ,, (n' m \ m E D n ,J) predicting all h a . We can define an «-predictor π s follows: Z) ft = [k m \ m E D n ,}; given m E D n , and σ e n km we let _ Γθ <r+ a(k i ) = Q or l next, we define
It is easy to check that π predicts all/ a , thus giving a contradiction. D Lemma 3. e /in > s; also e, K > s for all finite fields IK.
Proof. As e /iw > e, K , it suffices to show the second inequality. To this end, let κ < s and let {/ α ; α<κ} be a family of functions from ω to IK. For each aelK let Α ΛίΛ -.^f~l ({a}) . As {Α αιΛ \ a E IK Λ α < κ] is not a Splitting family, there is an infinite Β^ω which is not split, i.e. Va<fc3a a elK such that Β^*Α α^Λ . Assume B={b n ;nEco} is the increasing enumeration of B. Let D n *= {b 2 "+il n E ω} and define π π :ΙΚ 52η+1 -> IK by π η (σ) = σ(ο 2η ). η η is trivially linear, and π = (Ζ) π , (π Λ ; n e ω)) is easily seen to predict all the/ a . α Let us note that these results together with Blass' min{e, b} <add(Jt) [B12, Theorem 1 3] already yield one consistency result concerning evasion numbers, namely CON(e fin > e ubd ). To see that this holds in the Mathias real model, note that the latter satisfies s = ω 2 (this is straightforward from the combinatorial properties of the Mathias generic real) and hence e fin = ω 2 , whereas min{e MW , b} = min{e, b} < add(Ji} < cov(Jt) = ω^ by the fact that iterated Mathias forcing doesn't add Cohen reals (see 1.2.). Thus b = ω 2 in the Mathias real model gives e ubd = ω ! . In fact, a canonical application of the Laver property gives e x = ω t f or any χ e ω ω converging to infinity in this model.
The goal of this subsection is to show:
Theorem. For any regul r uncountable κ, it is consistent that e ubd = 2 ω = κ and e = b = ω±.
This will complete the proof of Theorem C. Given χ€ω ω , the p. o. P x for adding a predictor for the space X= Y\ n x(n) is defined s follows.
(
We order P x by setting (e, <π λ ; k e e>, G) < (rf, <π λ ; fc e rf>, F) iff 1) e 3 J and max(</) < min(e V); 2) n k = n k foTk€d; 3) VfeF3geG(fc g )and\tke(e\d)VfeF(kedom(f) -> n k (f\k)=f(k)).
Clearly Ρ Λ is a σ-centered p.o. (more explicitly, (rf, <%; fcerf>,F) and (rf, <π λ ; A: € rf>, G) are compatible with common extension (d, <π Λ ; k e J>, Fu G) for any choice of F and G).
Obviously, we can make e ubd = κ by starting with a model for C/f, itering p.o. 's of the form IP X , where χ is a real in some intermediate stage of the extension, κ many times with finite support (this is a Standard enumeration argument s in the classical consistency proof of M A).
So we will be done if we can show that in the final model, the ground model reals are still unbounded, and there is no predictor predicting all ground model functions (in ω ω ); i.e. b = e = ω ν (by CH).
To this end we use a modification of a notion and some techniques of [BrJ, §1] , Given a p.o. P, a function A : P -+ ω is a heightfunction iff/? <, q implies h(p) > h(q) for p, g θ P. A pair (P, A) is soft iff P is a p.o., A is a height function on P, and the following three conditions are met: (I) if {/?"; weo>} is decreasing and 3raea)Vrcea> (h (p n ) < m), then 3/?eP V« e ω 0? </>"); (II) given m e ω and /?, # e P there is {^; i e ^} s P so that (i) V/e/(^<^A^l/?); (ii) whenever #' < # is incompatible with p and h (q') < m then there exists / e f so that q' < q t ; (III) if /?, g € P are compatible, there is r < p, q so that h(r) <h(p) + h(q).
(Note that (by [BrJ, l .7] ) this notion is a strengthening of the one given in [BrJ, 1.1] . Also notice that we could require in (II) additionally h(q^) < m without changing the meaning of the definition of softness.) We say a p. o. P is soft iff there is P' c r. o. (P) dense and h : P' -» ω so that (P', h) is soft. Furthermore, a pair (P, h) satisfies property (*) iff P is a p.o., and A is a height function on P satisfying (III) above and:
(*) given p e P, a maximal antichain {/?"; n Εω} ci P of conditions below /; and m e ω, there exists « e ω such that: whenever q < p is incompatible with {/?/;y € «} then h(q)>m.
A compactness argument shows:
Proof. Put together the arguments of l .7 and l .2 in [BrJ] . (This uses only (I) and (II) of softness.) D Our strategy to finish the proof of the Theorem is s follows: show that P x is soft (Lemma 4) -and prove that iterating p. o. 's with property (*) doesn't increase b and e (Lemmata 2 and 3). For the latter we need the following notion. A pair π = ((A k , k e ω), (π λ ; k 6 ω)) is called zgeneralizedpredictor iff for all k 6 ω, A k c: [A:, ω) is finite, and n k is a function with dom(n k ) = {σ € ω <ω ; Ih (σ) 6 ./4J and ranfa k ) £ [ω] <ω . npredictsfe ω ω iff V°° : 3/ e ^k (/(/) en k (f\ t\ otherwise/mwfos π. -The original definition of predicting is a special instance of this notion (in case A k = {t h } 9 f k < 4 +1 and |%(σ)| = l for tfeo/ k ).
Next let us consider the following property of p. o. 's P:
(H--h) given F ^ ω ω n F, F e F, such that for any countable family of generalized predictors Π e K there is/e Fevading all π € 77, and <π η ; « e ω> a sequence of P-names for generalized predictors, we can find a sequence <π η ; n e ω> e Fof generalized predictors such that whenever /eFevades all π η , then |h P "/evadesall n ".
(Note that this is almost the same s (**) in 2.1.) This more general version of predicting s well s (-h +) are needed for the following preservation results:
Lemma 2. Suppose P is a ccc p.o., h is a height function on P, and (P, h) satisfies property (*). Then:
(a) any unboundedfamily offunctions in ω ω n V is still unbounded in V [G] , where G is P-generic over V; (b) any family offunctions in ω ω n V which is not predicted by a single (countable family of) generalizedpredictor(s) still has this property in K[G] -and, infact, P satisfies (4--l·). (b) Lei F be such a family in ω ω n V. Suppose \\p "π = ((A k ; k e ω), (n k \ k e ω)) is a generalized predictor". For k e ω let {/?£; n 6 ω} be a maximal antichain deciding the set^4 k . Choose n k according to (*) so that: whenever p is incompatible with {p k ;j€n k }, then h(p)>k. For jen k letA J k be such that p J k \\p "A k = A J k " and Fix fe € ω and 7 e w fc . Let ^4( = {/£, . . . , ^ί 0 ·, Λ) -ι} be the increasing enumeration of A{. By recursion on m < a(j, k) we define conditions/?^ for σ e ω*™ and τ e ω" 1 * 1 s follows: in case m = Ο, σ e o/o, let {ρ££ η> ; w e ω} be a maximal antichain of conditions below/?j( deciding the set %(σ); in case m > Ο, σ e o/*·* s τ € ω" 1^1 , let {/^£ <η> ; « e ω} be a maximal antichain of conditions below ρΙ\ τ σ^ deciding the set π^(σ). Next, for aeo/™, tea> m , m<a(j,k), choose η£*€ω according to (*) so that: whenever p<pi'*ffftj _ (ρ<ρί i n case »i = 0) is incompatible with {ρί^< ι> 1 ien^a], then ΑΟ?)^*:^1*^)·*·····^*^;^ ). For ien^ let^;; xi> be such that Pk£ <l> it-p'^fcW = w *;l x<> "· Unfixing J,"we define, for σ€ω <^ with dom(a)eA k , n k (a) i=s (J {π^;7 6 « k is such that dom(a) e ^, e.g., dom(e) = ^ where m < a(/> ^X Teco m+1 , and for all /<m, τ(ί)εη$μ { }. Then π = ((^k; /Γ€ω), (π λ ; /τβω)) is a generalized predictor. Choose /e,Fevading π.
Cfanw. |h
Proof of Claim. Suppose there is a /? 6 P and a fc 0 6 ω so that (III) is easy, and we are left with (II). We can assume p = (rf, <π λ ; k e dy, F) and q = (e, <7u fc ; k e e>, G) are compatible and q ^ p. We now describe which conditions of height <: m we put into our finite set.
(i) Assume d £ e. Then we must have: 3/e F Vg e G (/$ g). We take all conditions of the form (e 1 , «; k e e'>, G) extending q such that max(e') < m and for some /eF(with VgeG(/$g)) and some kee'\e (n' k (f\ k) Φ /(*)).
(ii) Assume e c d. We take all conditions of the form (e\ <π£; kee'y,G r ) extending q such that max(£') < m, \G'\ < m and either (a) G = G' and [rfn max(e') $ e' or e' n max(d) $ d] or (b) G = G' and for some k € (rfn β') \β(π£ Φ %) or (c) G' = G u G where Vg € G (dom(g) < max(rf) + l Λ g e Πι·< *»»<*) ^( w )) and (d) G = G' and dae' and for some feF (with VgeG (/$g)) and some k e e' \d(n' k (f\ k) Φ /(*)) [this is like (i)].
In either case we have described a finite set of conditions and leave it to the reader to check that each condition of height ^ m below q incompatible with/? is indeed below one of the conditions exhibited. This finishes the proof of the Lemma. α As in 2.2. we notice that we can in fact prove the consistency of e ubd = λ and b = e = κ for arbitrary uncountable regul r κ < λ.
There is an even strenger result:
Theorem 1. It is consistent that e ubd = 2 ω = a> 2 and d = ωΤ ο appreciate this recall that by [B12, Theorem 13] , we have e < d. Our reason for nevertheless keeping the result in 4.3. is that it allows us to choose the size of e, b and e ubd arbitrarily. The proof of Theorem l goes s follows. Let 3/6 (ω \2) e (JT £]!,,/(*) Pawlikowski [Pa, Lemma 2.2.] proved that λ* equals the transitive additivity of the ideal 5f. Rewriting Blass' proof of add(5e) < e [B12, Theorem 12] in our context, one easily sees A* < e ubd . Hence Theorem l follows from Shelah's Theorem 2. [Sh 326, section 2] €ΟΝ(λ* = 2 ω = ω 2 Λ d = α^).
(Note that this uses only one of the forcing notions of Shelah's result, namely the one from [Sh 326, Proposition 2.9]. Also notice that Pawlikowski's p. o. [Pa, Theorem 2.4 ] is soft and thus bis model for A* > b is an alternative to ours for showing Theorem 4.3. -this wouldn't shorten the argument, however, for we still would have to prove that iterating soft p.o.'s doesn't increase e.)
Evasion ideals and duality.
With the concepts of evading and predicting we can associate σ-ideals on the reals s follows. Fix a space X = J~J" /(«), where /€ (ω -f l \2) m . Let <# x = {A ^ X; there is a countable set of ^-predictors Π such that for all g e A there is n e Π predicting g}. Note that the ideals J x are subideals of the ideal <? (see 4.1 .). We shall study the cardinal coefficients related to these ideals (see § 1).
Proposition. add(J x )
= ω 1? cof(J x ) = 2 ω and unif(f x ) > e x .
Proof. Let {Ζ) α ; α < 2 ω } be an a.d. family of subsets of ω. Let π α be an arbitrary A'-predictor with D nge = D a . Let Α Λ = {g e X\ π α predicts g}, and note that whenever Γ^2 ω is uncountable then \^Λ €Γ Α Λ φ^χ. This shows the two equalities; the inequality is trivial, α It is unclear whether unif(f x ) = e^ (cf. section 6, question (4)); we note, however, that all known ZFC-results s well s all known consistency results about e x carry over to unif(f x ). Also, the cardinal e' defined in 3.1. can be viewed s the uniformity of a (slightly larger) ideal.
Similarly, dualizing these results (cf. 1.1), we get corresponding results about cov (*/ x ), the smallest size of a set of predictors needed to predict all reals from X. The only problem occurs when dualizing the consistency results g lten from countable support iterations. Concerning this we note that the Mathias real model satisfies b = o> 2 and cov(J x ) = ω^ for any space of the form X= Y ["f(n) 9 where/e (ω\2) ω (this forms part of the proof of Theorem D, see 5.3.), and thus is dual to the one of 4.4., Theorem 1. On the other hand, to show the consistency of COO(J H ") = ω^ and cov(^x) = unif(Ji) -ω 2 for X= Y\ n f(ri)>f£ (<*Λ2) ω converging (fast enough) to infinity (dual to the Mathias real model, see the remark at the end of subsection 4.2.), use the model gotten by iterating with countable support the forcing of [BaJS, section 2] (we leave the details of this to the reader; just note that the generic real is not predicted by A'-predictors from the ground model and thus cov(f x ) = ω 2 after the Iteration, and that cov(J nfa ) = ω^ can be shown by an argument similar to the one that the Iteration doesn't add random reals [BaJS, 2.6, 2.8 and 2.15] ).
The relationship between the cardinals associated with evading and predicting s well s many other cardinals can be displayed in the following diagram (where the invariants grow larger s we move up along the lines).
Here J = ^, ω , and «^ is the ideal associated with linear predicting s defined by Blass; both 4 and e, could be replaced by S K and e, K , respectively, where IK is a countable field. To ease the reading we did not include several inequalities not related to evading and predicting; these are add(M} < unif (S) and cov (S) < cof(M}, b < unif(M} and cov(J(} < d, cov(<£) < unif(M} and cov(Jt) < unif(&) 9 s well s b < r and s < d. All inequalities are proved in [vD, section 3] , [Fr] , [BS] , [B12] or our work (see also [Va] for other references). Almost all inequalities are consistently strict (see [vD, section 5], [BaJS] or our work); this is unclear only for e, < e and dually coi;(e/) < COD(^); see question (2) in section 6. § 5. Luzin sets of evading functions, Luzin groups, and Gross spaces 5.1. Recall (cf, e.g., [Mi 2, p. 206 ]) that given a σ-ideal J on the real line, an J -Luzin sei is defined to be an uncountable subset of the reals with at most countable intersection with every member of J. One of the goals of this section is to study this notion in case of the ideals introduced in 4.5.
Let X = I~[«/( n )' where /e (ω -h l \2) ω , be one of the spaces studied in the latter subsection. We say an uncountable FC χ\ § a Luzin sei of evading functions iff Fis o^-Luzin iff for all A'-predictors π at most countably many/e Fare predicted by n. More generally, given κ with c/(fc) > ω, F £ X is a gener alized Luzin sei of evading functions ofsize κ iff Fis generalized e^-Luzin iff for all '-predictors π fewer than fc/€ F are predicted by π.
It turns out, however, that in case of linear prediction the following notion is more useful. Let IK be a finite or countable field. An uncountable additive group G = (G, -f) < (ΙΚ ω , -f ) which is closed under multiplication with elements from IK (i.e., it is a subspace of the vector space ΙΚ ω ) is called a Luzin group iff for all IK-linear predictors π at most countably many g e G are predicted by π. Similarly, for κ with c f( K ) > ω ? we sa Y G < ΙΚ ω is a generalized Luzin group ofsize κ iff for all IK-linear predictors π fewer than κ g e G are predicted by π. 5.2. Obviously, the existence of a Luzin set of evading functions for a space Ximplies that the corresponding evasion number equals ω^ Using ideas from [JS3] , we proceed to show that the converse need not hold.
Theorem. It is consistentthat e/ in = ω χ> but there are no Luzin sets of evading functions for any space η ω (where neco) and no Luzin groups G < ΙΚ ω , where IK is the twoelement field. Actually, the conclusion holds in Laver's modelfor the Borel conjecture.
Proof. e fin = ω ί follows from e /iw < unif(5f} and the fact that unif(<&) = ω ί holds in Laver's model [JS2, section 1] .
Using a similar argument s in 4.2. (Lemma 2) it is easy to see that the existence of a Luzin set of evading functions for η ω (n > 2) is equivalent to the existence of a Luzin set of evading functions for the Cantor space 2 ω . Furthermore, s any such Luzin set ofsize <#! would lie in an intermediate extension of Laver's model, it suffices to show that adding one Laver real destroys the ground modeFs Luzin sets.
So assume Fe V is a Luzin set of evading functions (for 2 ω ). We introduce an IL-name π for a predictor s follows: if ? is the IL-name for the generic real, let At := {?(0> i e ω ) be the name for the set of numbers on which we predict, and let π λ (σ) = 0 for all σ e 2 k and k e I> .
Claim. \\-L "n predicts uncountably many elements from F". Proof of Claim. Let Te L, 7V-< <#(*:),... > countable with re 7V. Let/e F be such that/evades all predictors from 7V (note that all but countably many elements of F have this property). We shall construct S < Γ, Se IL such that S IK"π predicts/". Clearly this is enough (it shows that no Te IL forces that π predicts only countably many elements).
For ρ € Γ such that SUCC T (Q) is infinite, let
Note that A Q must be infinite (otherwise, define a predictor π by: £> π := SUCC T (Q) and π λ (σ) = l for σ e 2 k (fc € Ζ) π ) iff σ(η^χ(/) π n k)) = 1; then π e 7V and π (IK-linearly) predicts/, a contradiction). Now define S by recursion on its level:
(i) stem (S) = stem (T); (ii) assume ρ e 5, then: ρ Α </ι> e S <-* « e A Q .
Note that *S ||~ι"π predicts/". This concludes the proof of the claim. α Το see that there are no Luzin groups over IK, note that both the predictor defined from the Laver real in the extension and the predictor defined in the proof of the claim are in fact linear, α 5.3. We start the proof of the dichotomy theorem (Theorem D) recall (an extended Version of) the Statement of its first part.
Theorem. It is consistent that 2 ω = ω 2 and there are no generalized Luzin sets of evading functions for any space η ω (where 2 < neco). Furthermore there are no generalized Luzin groups G < ΙΚ ω , where IK is afinitefield.
Proof. This is true in the Mathias model. That there are no Luzin sets (Luzin groups) of size ω ± follows from e /iw > e IK > s (4.2., Lemma 3)'and s = ω 2 . Το see that there are no generalized Luzin sets (Luzin groups) of size ω 2 we apply the Laver property (see 1.2.). In fact, we show something slightly more general: the ground model predictors predict all new reals of the space Χ ±= Π«/(")> w here/e ω ω is arbitrary (i.e. cov(/ x ) = ω± in the language of 4.5). Thus, any set of size ω 2 contains a subset of same size predicted by one predictor.
Let P be a proper forcing notion satisfying the Laver property. Let g be a P-name for an element of X. Partition ω into disjoint intervals {/ n ; n e ω} such that | /" | = n 2 , and max(/") + l = min(/ n+1 ). Using the Laver property, we can find for given/? e IP a q < p and a sequence {a k n \ neco /\ ken} such that and Fix w. As |/J = n 2 there must be m" such that for k l9 k 2 en: whenever <ft\ m n = σ η 2 \™ η > thcn (#(/*!") = σ* 2 (/HJ. Let Ζ> π = {m"; « 6 ω} and define the predictor n by: for n e ω and σ e Πίε otherwise.
By the choice of w", n" is well-defined. It follows from the construction that q ||-p "π predicts g".
Finally, in case of generalized Luzin groups over a finite field IK, we have to define a linear predictor in the ground model. To do this, we proceed s above, and look for fixed n at the vectors jc f = <σ£(/); k E «> where ι e /". As |/J > n, they are linearly dependent and we find m n e I n and coefficients k t e IK such that x mn = £ ie i nnm " k t x t . We let again D n = {m n \ n e ω] and define π by putting n mn (a) = £i 6 / nnmn ^σ(/) for n E ω and σ € IK Wn . This definition corresponds to (*). (This argument is like the one in the proof of [B12, Theorem 12] ). α 5.4. End of proof of dichotomy theorem. We got the idea to prove part (b) of Theorem D from [ShSp, section 3] .
Let {φ η ; η£ω] enumerate all linear functions from all IK m to IK (raeco). Let IK = {a n ; neco}. Furthermorechoose anunbounded, well-ordered (under < *) family {/ α ί α < b} of strictly increasing functions from ω to ω.
For σ e ω <ω we define σ* e ω <ω by recursion on lh(a) and a(lh(a) -1) s follows. Fix n, m € ω and σ e ω" such that σ(η -1) = m. For / < n -l we let
We let σ* (n -1) be the minimal / such that Next, given a < b, we define g a e ΙΚ ω by:
We claim that G *= <g a ; α < b> is a generalized Luzin group.
For suppose not. Then (without loss) there are n e ω, Α Λ £ b (α < b) a Δ -System of sets of size n, b f e IK \{0} (/ < n) and a linear predictor (D n , (n m Without loss we may s well assume that for some m 0 e ω for all α < b, for all m>m 0 and for all / < n -l,/4 e(M -i)(w) >/Α Χ (^(^)-Now choose m > m 0 , m e D n such that i/4«(fi-i)( m ); α < b} is unbounded in ω (this is possible since [f Aai(n -^\ α < b} is unbounded in ω ω , because {/ α ; α < b} is unbounded in ω ω and well-ordered), and think of the left-hand side of (*) s a linear function from |K m ' n+ "~1 to IK. Next choose k E ω such that φ Η is the left-hand side of (*) and α < b such that k <f Alx (n-i)( m )' Then, for t<n-1,/ι.<ο t (m + 1) e (^β (Π -1} (^)Γ +1 andj^^ t AW 6 ^"-"(ΐΛ)) 1 ", and it is immediate from (-h) and (+ +) that ^«("-υΟΟ Φ ^(^β ( ο)(0) 5 ···, ^. (Λ -2)('»), β(η -ΐ)(0), · . · , &4 β( ,,-ΐ)(Ή ~ 1)), contradicting equation (*). α
Note that the Statement of the Theorem is a strong way of saying e IK < b. For IK = Q this was proved (rather indirectly using various intermediate group-theoretical notions) by Blass (see Introduction, cf also 4.1.). Granted the inequality e IK < b, there is, in a sense, nothing peculiar about this result. It merely reflects the fact that there is (in ZFC) a set with Luzin-style properties associated with b (this is the unbounded and well-ordered family {/ α ; α < b} we started with) and that it is a (seemingly) general state of affairs that given such a Luzin-style set for one cardinal (in our case, b) we can construct a similar set (of same size) for a smaller cardinal (in our case, e )K ) (see [Ci, Theorem 3.1.] for related results). The main difficulty then is to get a Luzin group and not just a Luzin set of evading functions for the family of linear IK-valued predictors (cf § 6, question (5)). 5.5. We prove a more general version of the implication (a) => (b) in the equivalence theorem (Theorem E).
Lemma. (A)
If there is a strong Gross space (E, Φ) of dimension κ over thefield IK, then there is a Luzin group G < ΙΚ ω of size κ.
(B) Assume cf(K) > ω. If there is a Gross space (E, Φ) of dimension κ over thefield IK, then there is a gener alized Luzin group G < ΙΚ ω of size κ.
Proof. Both are similar. So we shall only prove (A) and leave (B) to the reader.
Let (E, Φ) be strongly Gross of dimension κ over IK. Assume {e^ α < κ} is a basis of IK. For α > ω we define/ : ω -> IK by
We claim that the subspace G ^ ΙΚ ω generated by the/ a (ω < α < κ;) is a Luzin group.
For suppose not. Then there is a linear IK-valued predictor π predicting a> l of the g a e G (α < coj). Let π = (Ζ) π , (7t m ; m e D n J); without loss, for all m€D n for all α < ω 1? we have ft m (g a f m) = g a (m). We can assume that there are w e ω, A a c κ: \ω (α < ω χ ) forming a Λ-system of sets of size w, and Ζξ, e IK (t < n) such that g*= Σ */Λ«(/) fora<co 1 .
For meD n and 16 w, we let c im := n m (a im ) e IK where ^i m € IK" 1 is such that l if / =; 0 otherwise. Hence, if t/ is the subspace of E spanned by the vectors Σ j< m Cjm ' e j -e m> m e t hen (7 Χ > <Σ^<«^ " ^β<ο» α *^ ω ι)· Therefore (Ε, Φ) cannot be strongly Gross, a contradiction. o 5.6. Theproofof (b) => ^a^ m /Ae equivalence theorem (Theorem E). The following argument was heavily influenced by [ShSp, section4, Theorem 4] . Let G ^ ΙΚ ω be a Luzin group of size ω 1 . Let {g a ; α < ω χ } be a set of generators of G s a IK-vector space.
Choose recursively injective functions h a : α -> ω such that ω \ra« (A a ) is infinite and V/? < α the set {y < /?; A^Cy) Φ A a (y)} is finite (this is one of the Standard constructions of an Aronszajn tree, due to Todorcevic (cf [To, (2.2 .)])).
Let £be a vector space of dimension ω ν over IK; assume that E = <e a ; α < G^), the e a being linearly independent. We define a Symmetrie bilinear form Φ on £ s follows: Φ0? α , e^) *= g (h (a)) for a < j? < ω!.
We claim that (E, Φ) is a Gross space. For if this were not the case, we could find (using Standard thinning-out arguments) vectors y k (k eo>) and z y (y e jj, and α* Ε ω ΐ9 n e ω, m k (k € ω), B y (y e a^), A k (k e ω), b t (ien) and a jk (jem k and A: e ω) such that (i) for all /r e ω and y e ω ι we have Φ(>> λ , z y ) = 0; (ii) A k s a *, |4 k | = w k , and a jk e IK such that >> k = £ jemk a jk e Xk ) ; furthermore k l < k 2 implies maxA a *G4 kl ) < min/z a *(^4 k2 ); (iii) £ y c co 1? |5 y | = n, and i> f e IK such that z y = Xi efl fti^ v(i) ; furthermore y t < y 2 implies α* (More explicitly, one avoids having a kernel in the delta System in (iii) by replacing the z y 's (if necessary) with suitable differences of z y 's; a similar remark applies to the >> k 's to guarantee the second sentence in (ii).) Next let us introduce a linear IK-valued predictor π s follows. Fix k e ω. Let d k := max A a * (A k ); set D n := { d k ; k e ω}; and lety k be such that d k = h^(A k (j k y). We set where a ik e K dk is such that l if/=7 0 otherwise.
We extend n k linearly to IK dk , and thus define a linear IK-valued predictor. By the Luzin property of G, there is a y e ω 1 such that g i= £ ien b t g By(i} evades π. Choose k e ω such that
(1) A y(i) \A k = A a * t^k for all ien; (Baumgartner, Shelah, Spinas; [BSp] , [ShSp] , see also [Sp2] ) Lei IK be an arbitr r y finite or countable field.
(a) Assume any of the following: -there is a Luzin group G < ΙΚ ω -COf(Jt) = ω± -b = a>i (in case \ IK | = ω) Then there is a strong Gross space over IK.
(b) Assume any of the following: -there is no Luzin group G < ΙΚ -s > ω 1 (in case \ IK | < ω) Then there is no strong Gross space over IK .
Proof. (a) 5.4. and 5.6. We leave the construction of a Luzin group from cof(JP) = ω ί to the reader. (b) 5.5. and [B12, section 4] -see also §4 and in particular 4.2. D In a sense our results say that there is no cardinal invariant such that its being ω 1 is equivalent to the existence of strong Gross spaces over IK (cf the question in the Introduction). The natural candidate for such a cardinal would be e IK , but, by 5.2., e, K may be ω ί and there may be no Luzin subgroup of ΙΚ ω and hence no strong Gross space over IK. We note in ciosing that we think of the dichotomy theorem s the basic result underlying the fact that it is much more difficult to get rid of Gross spaces over countable fields than over finite fields (in fact, the consistency of the non-existence of Gross spaces over countable fields is an open problem [Sp 2]). It follows from 5.5. and 5.3. that there are no Gross spaces over finite fields in Mathias' model (this was known to be true previously [ShSp, section 4, Theorem 2] in a model constructed by Shelah [BISh] in which there are both Ρ ωι -and /J" 2 -points -in this peculiar Situation it is indeed not difficult to see that there are no such spaces; however we think that Mathias' model is much easier to grasp combinatorially). § 6. Questions
We have introduced a multitude of cardinals and in spite of our ZFC-and consistency results many questions concerning the relationship between them remain open. We mention but a few.
The results of sections 2 and 3 suggest a positive answer to the following.
(1) Zsse ^ add(Jt} (orevenmin {e', b} <> add(M}) in ZFC?Isse < add(M} (oreven e'<add(Jf)) consistent?
Recall that Blass proved min{e, b} < add(Jt} [B12, Theorem 13 ]. To calculate the value of e' in the Hechler real model may shed some light on the Situation.
The most important problem is perhaps:
(2) (Blass [B12, section 5, question (2)]) Clarify the relationship between e ara/b (and between e ande^). Or: is there a generalized Luzin sei of evading functions for ω ω (cf 5.3 and5.4.)?
Related is
(3) Clarify the relationship between the different e, K 's (and between e, K and e fin for finite K). Or: does the existence of a strong Gross space over some finite field imply the existence of a strong Gross space over every finite or countable field?
Concerning sections 4 and 5, the following additional questions may be of some interest:
(4) Ise x = unif(J x )(cf4.5.)?
(5) Does the existence of a Luzin or Sierpinski sei imply the existence of a Luzin group (cf5.4.)?
Added to the revised version. Since the writing of this paper, S. Shelah has shown that 6^ = 86 = min {e, b} and that e > b is consistent with ZFC. Apart from settling all of Blass' questions [B12, section 5], this answers the part of (1) which is not in parentheses, the first sentence of (2) and part of (3) above. Shelah also gave a partial answer to problem (4). For all these results, we refer the reader to [BrSh] .
